#MTVShugaDownSouthBW Comment & Win Data
Competition Terms & Conditions
1. The “#MTVShugaDownSouthBW Comment & Win Data”
Competition will be live from the 2nd of June at 15:00 (CAT) and take place every second
Wednesday until the 30th of June 23:59 (CAT) (the “Competition”).
1.1 The promoter of the Competition is Staying Alive Foundation (“SAF” the “Promoter”).
2. To enter the competition:
2.1 Listen to the #Ma2000BW episode rewinds, answer the week’s easy question, and you
could be winning P100 worth of data
3.Only the person posting the comment will be eligible to win one of 5 prizes.
4. Entrants will only be able to enter the Competition once on Facebook.
5. At the end of the Competition, up to 5 winners will be chosen at random based on completing
the terms above.
6. Winners can only win one prize during this competition.
7. The following prize will be awarded to each of our 5 winners:
•

P100 worth of data

8. Winners will be responsible for providing the correct name, surname, mobile number, and
network provider.
9. If a winner declines the prize or fails to respond within 7 days, a further winner will be chosen
until all the prizes are awarded and accepted.
10. The Competition is open to Botswana residents ONLY.
13. Employees of the Promoter, its parent, subsidiaries, affiliates, associated and group
companies and any other company involved in this Competition, their families and agents, are
not eligible to participate in this Competition.
14. By entering this Competition, entrants agree that they will be bound by these terms and
conditions as well as the General Competition Rules which can be found on
www.mtvshuga.com/general-competition-rules/
15. This Competition involves a social media platform in the entry process, entrants must note
that any use of profanity, vulgar language, sexist, political or racially motivated content or any

other form of discrimination, will be removed from the social media platform and the entrant will
be automatically disqualified.
16. These rules shall be governed by the laws of England and Wales. The participant consents
to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the English Courts located in London, in respect of all matters
arising out of or in connection with the Competitions or these rules.
17. If any provision of these rules is found to be invalid or unenforceable by any court of
competent jurisdiction, then that provision shall be severed from these rules and shall not affect
the validity or enforceability of any remaining provisions.
18. For more information please refer to the General Competition Terms on the website
http://www.mtvshuga.com/general-competition-rules/. In the event of any conflict between the
General Competition Terms and these “#MTVShugaDownSouthBW Comment & Win Data” Social Media Competition Rules, these Rules will apply.

